Observed Tag

No

Match to one virtual tag

Yes

Match to a virtual tag extracted from annotated transcript(s)

Yes

Match to a virtual tag extracted from more than one annotated transcript

Yes

Match to a virtual tag extracted from more than one non-annotated EST cluster(s)

Yes

Annotated

Non-annotated EST cluster(s)

Annotated

Match to a virtual tag extracted from annotated transcript(s)

Yes

Match to a virtual tag extracted from more than one annotated transcript

Yes

Annotated

Identified with one transcript, not annotated

Ambiguously identified, not annotated

Non-annotated EST cluster(s)

Annotated

Match to a virtual tag extracted from annotated transcript(s)

Yes

Match to a virtual tag extracted from more than one annotated transcript

Yes

Annotated

These transcripts are redundant

Identified with redundant transcripts, not annotated

Multiple matches

Redundant annotations

Reduced annotations

Unidentified

Identified with one transcript, not annotated

Ambiguously identified, not annotated

Non-annotated EST cluster(s)

Annotated

Match to a virtual tag extracted from annotated transcript(s)

Yes

Match to a virtual tag extracted from more than one annotated transcript

Yes

Annotated

These transcripts are redundant

Identified with redundant transcripts, not annotated

Multiple matches

Redundant annotations

Reduced annotations